Society/Economy and Environment


History of Conservation Movement


Ecological Thought


**Foundations of Environmental History/Historical Geography**


- Bess—Artificialization, what has nature become?
- Giles-Vernick—Africa (focus on other things than colonialism)
- Gugliotta—question appeals to “nature”, shouldn’t be just offshoot of environmentalism
- Guha—Focus on consumption
- Hall—get message to public
- Igler—Be transnational
- Jones—focus on health and disease, and link to Latour’s ANT
- Don’t be so America-focused
- Lewis—globalize, synthesize, and be truly interdisciplinary
- Marks—focus on China!
- McCann—Focus on Africa!
- Tom McCarthy—listen to Cronon—“follow the seller, follow the buyer”—need to include consumer choices in EH
- McNeill—Need interdisciplinarity to find new things
Linda Nash—human agency not separate from environment in which it arises, humans not only motors of history

Pauly—garden history—focus on Bailey instead of just Muir

Pyne—EH needs to link with science and models of scientific research (collaborative, lots of funding)

Rosen—EH of businesses, lots of underutilized documents

Russell—EH should connect with science (take courses, collaborate), but use scientific information

Paul Sabin—See education and public safety as “environmental issues”, and connect with industrial politics and business competition (to get a heart of environmental historical change)

Sackman—Consumerism best way to link ideas with material world (forest and marketplace), which Cronon (1990) called for.

Schneider—EH should look at urban and regional planners

Sluyter—EH should look at colonial past, not just 19th and 20th centuries

Soluri—freaky EH—eschew mainstream, just intellectual enough, see power of capital (but not just capital), see connections with sky and ocean, love technology and dusty archives, value diversity

Stroud—see nature everywhere, not just forests and streams

Tsutsui—encourage outsiders to migrate into EH, don’t just get focused on internal debates

J.E.M van Dam—use literature to explore cross-national European history

Lance van Stittert—follow Art McEvoy and Jay Taylor to the sea!!


**Environment and Health/Justice**


- Dying for a Living: Workers, Production, and the Environment: Charles Levensstein and John Wooding
- Risk and Justice: Capitalist Production and the Environment: Roger Field
- Environmental Justice from the Grassroots: Reflections on History, Gender, and Expertise: Giovanna Di Chiro
- Popular Epidemiology and the Struggle for Community Health in the Environmental Justice Movement: Patrick Novotny
- The Limits of Environmentalism without Class: Lessons from the Ancient Forest Struggle in the Pacific Northwest: John Bellamy Foster
- Earth First! in Northern California: and Interview with Judi Bari: Doug Bevington
- Racism and Resource colonization: Al Gedicks
- Ecological Legitimacy and Cultural Essentialism: Hispano Grazing in the Southwest: Laura Pulido
- The "Brown’ and the “green” revisited: Chicanos and environmental politics in the Upper Rio Grande: Devon Pena


**Ideas of Nature**


